APL Meeting 3/2/ 16
In Attendance:
Jeff Hulsmann
Rob Thompson
Paul Banta
Kurt Stevens
Cindy Graff
Linda Vier
Jeannine Engle
Legal-Chris Cummons (excused) Nothing to report anyway.
RR Bridge Status-Bonnie called UP and they are still reviewing the last design.
Bonnie Call Lance about the hole UP is digging
Financial Status- $7795. And $5900.
GOCO grant-we have applied for reimbursement. All lights are in. We are just
looking for an electrician to put them in. We need to see if the fire dept. will water
the plants while there is no snow. Town is providing millings for the parking lot.
Kurt and Loren are going to seed the area for us soon.
Raffle-Amy has signed Peyton Manning football and helmet to be raffled. This will be
on FB and newsletter. Will involve the media. $20 each or 6 for $100
Disc Golf Tourney for bene of fireworks.
Sponsorship Flyers-Darin (excused)
3 benches available still without any expense attached. $100 wood benches.
Connecting Grant- GOCO’s baby grant. The Santa Fe Trail and the reservoir road do
not connect and we want them to. Jeff has written and grant proposal and it is in the
editing stage. This work will cost roughly $130,000.
The Bridge Update: the bridge will cost $100,000 for just the span. Plus all the other
nickel and dime stuff that UP is imposing.
The town has somewhat committed to Vail House money for the use in the park.
This would be $100,000.
Website and FB – Everything is fine. We will do an email and social media blast for
the raffle of the football and helmet.
Fundraiser for Restaurant Group-March 29 Progressive dinner

Sara Bella Fishing-Amy This company does custom fly rods for girls and women.
They want to do a demo at our lake maybe around the first of June or after Mother’s
Day. Lake will probably be stocked in May.
Fireworks-Kurt and Cindy feel there is a lot of enthusiasm and expertise to get it
done. Fundraising is ongoing brainstorming. Need to raise $30,000. That’s for
bathrooms, police etc. They have created their own FB page. Need to break this
down into smaller committees. This year there won’t be any events. Just fireworks.
Jeff will ask Terry for a booth for free.
Meeting adjourned at 8:30 pm

